
From: Cindy Haws, Executive Director, Umpqua Watersheds            April 14, 2010 

 
Dear Jay, 

 

Umpqua Watersheds (UW) mission is to protect and restore the ecosystems of the 

Umpqua Watershed and beyond.  We were asked to participate in a new collaboration 
effort that would start from the very beginning and together, develop a project proposal.  

The three goals are: 

 Accelerate the development of habitat components across the landscape as needed 

to support the conservation and recovery of Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled 

Murrelets. 
 Reduce the hazard of uncharacteristically large/intense wildfire in dry forest types 

as needed to support landscape and community fire resiliency/resistance. 

 Provide reliable and substantial timber volume to support employment, income 

and public services while recovery planning/critical habitat designation and 
associated land use planning are addressed. 

Umpqua Watersheds supports all three of these goals and was deeply interested and 

excited to actually join in a collaborative process to identify, design and develop projects 

that would meet these three goals. We understood that 2 projects one in a wet area and 

one in dry reflecting Franklin and Johnson’s latest opinion paper from August of 2009 
would be pursued. These broad goals are consistent with UW mission and goals.  We 

recognize that this is a first for the BLM with this kind of collaboration. We've all learned 

a lot. Now we understand the need for a landscape approach and how logging can harm 

owl habitat as well as some of the realities of the limitations of fuel hazard models in the 
real world. Let's move forward to discuss how our objectives can be met by focusing on 

young stands.  

The Process with its preexisting conditions and framework is not collaboration.  

At the very first public meeting we were dismayed to learn that we would not be allowed 

to participate in the selection of areas.  Rather, we were handed 4 pre-selected units from 
already past planned timber sales in the pipeline via the WOPR that had the highest 

degree of conflict inconsistent with UW mission and goals. Megan, the NEPA planner, 

made it clear on Saturday April 10th during our field discussion that our “role” was to 

choose something between a no action alternative and a NWFP matrix clear cut 
alternative on these units. Even though the stated and mutually agreed upon three goals 

would not be met at these sites. These 4 units are excellent examples of exactly why the 

WOPR was a flawed and an illegal plan.  

What we experienced instead of a collaborative process has been a bait and switch.  

UW takes a science-based approach to synthesize current knowledge of ecosystem 
restoration, protection and economics. This value is reflected in our science advisory 

council, board and staff science professionals, dedicated board and restoration committee 



volunteers that are leaders and members of local community. We have made numerous 

comments and suggestions that we need to take a landscape approach and have even 
identified places where we might find collaborative opportunity. We have identified and 

validated conflicts in the agencies assumptions and application of science in regard to 

spotted owl habitat development and fire hazard.  

This seems to have fallen on deaf ears after many, many unpaid hours of effort from both 

our staff and volunteers. Not to mention that the true meat of the science discussion has 
only been done in the field at the units with no timber industry participation and has been 

largely disallowed in meetings by the facilitator. It is obvious that the structure of the 

current collaborative process is fatally flawed. The only other alternative to concluding a 

flawed process would be that the objective was just a discriminating and very 
disrespectful a ploy to show UW and conservationists in general as obstructionists. 

I believe the former rather than the latter, and I would like to characterize this as a major 

learning process. I do see the value in taking a close look at the reason why the stands we 

have been focusing on are not consistent with the 3 stated and agreed upon goals. As 

such, there is opportunity if mutual respect is applied, for a much greater understanding 
of the issues associated with them. I hope that has been achieved at least by the BLM 

since the timber industry did not participate in a manner so as to listen and understand. I 

also see that our input thus far has not yet proven to be worth our tremendous committed 

effort.   

To go any further, there is a significant need for a process change. This process must 

have consensus decision making, an independent facilitator having consensus and 

conflict resolution skills, a full commitment to participate by all parties, recognize it is a 

long process, start at the very beginning with a landscape approach, not be restricted by 
pre-selected or pre-established conditions of the BLM, be science based avoiding the sole 

interpretation of agency staff who are affected by past planning processes, agency culture 

and employment interests. Rather, the role of agency staff is best in support of our 

information needs and identification of any fatal flaws in design.  

The process unnecessarily restricts goal three to some pre-established commercial 

industrial timber profit rather than collaboration. 

While this is suppose to be a collaborative process, there is an apparent unwritten 

intrinsic rule as to how much and what type of volume must be generated from this 

process far more specific that the general goal that we have been led to believe. While not 

stating outright, there has been a number of references that the amount of harvest must 
generate a volume that can feed county government coffers at levels that were unrealistic 

in the first place in terms of the sustainability of the land. This is another obvious 

indication of a true lack of desire to let go of the chokehold on the ecosystem. We do not 
appreciate being intentionally or unintentionally placed in an un-resolvable situation that 

has nothing to do with us in the first place.   



We have suggested a number of times to have us all work on opportunities that would 

contribute enterprise opportunities directly to citizens of Douglas County through support 
and development of small project and value added volume extraction. The barrier to this 

seems to be that the County government does not get their “cut of the money” when we 

know that they already get their money at this time through the Security for Rural 

Schools Act which makes this argument at least for this effort right now, moot. We feel 
strongly that we must serve our local community’s long-term needs not the government’s 

and industries short-term interests. If this is some sort of test case for the O&C act lets get 

that upfront and begin again from that standpoint in a real collaborative process.   

We all know there is very little remaining native BLM forest. The condition of the 

ecosystem is highly degraded with many cumulative effects at play. Native species are 
listed endangered or threatened, non-native invasive species are impacting terrestrial and 

aquatic habitats all directly related to past development and uses.  Many more species are 

in serious decline and we have climate change.  

If we were to just let loose there would only be another short-lived harvest cycle. The 

short-lived benefits would go to fewer workers than in the past due to high tech 
equipment and an ongoing boom/bust housing economy that will remain unstable, as it is 

the nature of a development based economy. This denial by our community leaders is 

hurting us all no matter how you “cut” it.   

Even when people are working making a timber job family wage, much of the “lifestyle 
requirements” of the industry is not family and healthy lifestyle friendly.  Yes, there are 

certainly some people who manage, but work hours, chiropractic visits and substance 

abuse is not an indication of the poor character of the people, but how work in the wood 

products industry can adversely affect families. Having been a teacher in the local school 
system I have seen how this work affects their lives. It is a very personal issue. There has 

yet to be full and open consideration and acknowledgment of the economic and human 

health values of fully functioning ecosystems despite the extensive information that 

makes this opportunity clear.  The way I see it the leaders here can choose to continue to 
oppress our community will little options or we can truly decide to care about more than 

a few people’s economic interests. 

At this point in time I must assume that the agency is only taking our input as EA scoping 

instead of a real collaborative project development process.  UW will therefore be 

providing specific comments about the issues, and conflicts and science we have thus far 
discussed and in regard to impacts to Northern Spotted Owl habitat and fire hazard as 

related in the expected NEPA purpose and need as suggested by the agency.   

Sincerely, 

Cindy Haws, Executive Director Umpqua Watersheds, Wildlife Biologist, Teacher. 

 


